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SALERNO

By Basil Gingell, Representing the Combined British Press

Salerno, September 14

The battle for the heights around Salerno continues with undiminshed fierceness.

In an effort to dislodge the Allied troops from the high ground 'which they hold near the

Naples coast road the Germans put in a considerable attack yesterday using mortars and

machine guns. The troops who took the height originally and held it for 48 hours against
the strongest opposition had returned to the attack after a spell for rest and re-grouping*
On the other main road, where the battle for the other mountain pass, that leads out of

Salerno, has been going on, the Allies, after heavy shell fire from artillery and naval

guns, took their objectives but their positions are still under the fire of German guns,

which, in fact, at extreme range can still reach the original, beach bridge-head. Early

yesterday the Germans counter-attacked from the east on to the posts with a battalion, but

they suffered heavy casualties and had to withdraw. At the forward position which I

visited yesterday I found the Germans machine-gunning the bridge which lies at the foot

of the hill along which all men and materials had to pass to reach the positions, while

somewhere in the wooded slopes a sniper was shooting at what the Air Force calls

’targets of opportunity’.

The country where this fighting is taking place is steep wooded, difficult of

ascent and the slightest movement exposes you to the enemy,' This gallant action has

not been made without considerable cost* While at the post I watched some of the

wounded being got away by ambulance. The ambulance, though plainly marked with the

rod cross on the sides, was raa. chine-gunned as it dashed across the bridge near where I

was standing* Spurts of dust from the road, however, showed that the marksman had

missed his target. All vehicles and despatch riders came under fire as they turned

this comer and speeded across the bridge but I saw no one hit. There-were, in fact,

also a number of Italians passing over, anxious to reach their homes in the mountains

and they faced this gauntlet of bullets to do so* By the afternoon Allied troops made

a. forward thrust and improved their position, which at one time seemed most precarious*

In doing so the Germans apparently lost touch with their forward elements and sent down a

barrage on their own troops killing and 'wounding a large number# This action was just

outside a place where a. secondary road skirts the hillside and runs like/narrow shelf in

the cliff-face above the sea.*

If the enemy could, therefore, gain the heights, not only would they be able to contrd

the main Naples road but they -would deny the Allies the use of this route to another

place where wo had established a bridgehead. Certainly since the first landing, German

troops have been defending this particular area with the fiercest intensity. The Allies

found the Italians anxious to help and they did, in fact, take action against their former

allies. The fighting in the British section of the battle for the passes continued

throughout yesterday after a good deal' of'struggle throughout the night* Patrols on both

sides were active and at one little village Germans and British -were skirmishing in, the

streets in about equal numbers. The hill-sides along this part have been plentifully

planted with grape vines and fruit trees which make observation difficult from the air.

The opposing enemy forces here are of all types, from the most aggressive type of Nazi

to the indifferent Austrian, Quite a number of the latter have been taken prisoner and

J

hey have shown considerable pleasure in being out of the -war.

While I was standing in the orchard-headquarters of a famous regiment -which had taken

a number of prisoners there stumbled in a young private -who had returned from the enemy

lines after’ being a prisoner in German hands for the -whole of a day. He was Robert

Heighes, of Petersfield, and he told me his story as we stood under a tree laden with

ripening peaches, "I was out with a patrol in the early morning," he said, "when

contacted the enemy, I started to return to ny section to warn them and take ny position

on the gun when, as I clambered on to the road, three Germans jumped on to me and had me

prisoner before I could do anything about it. They took me back to the enemy lines and

they treated me quite -well, except that they could not give me anything to eat as they

said they were short of rations. All I had while I -was with them was one cup cf coffee

which they gave me. About twelve.,hours after I had been t
a
ken prisoner British gunfire

started coming over. The Germans put me down in a gulley -while they went to the top of

the hill. I saw my chance and slipped away and made my way back to our own lines.

Oil the way I came under fire from our own positions, but I managed/to get in without

: jury. I noticed that there were many wounded among
the Germans, also a number of

dead, I noticed also that they seemed to speak different languages, I gathered this

because they referred to little books to explain -what they meant.”

/While



2

Vhile Private Heighes had "been captured only a short distance fron his

headquarters an officer in the sane unit, Capt. Reginald Dicker, from Devon,
had a very different experience. Standing by the road-side neon his car he was

ask&d for a lift by two passing Italian officers on their way hone. He artreed

'to pive then the lift as they said it was not none than ten minutes drive away.

The distance inferred by a ten minutes drive, however, is somewhat elastic and.

it proved in this case that the place to which the Italians wished to be driven

was many miles behind the enemy lines. No trouble was, however, encountered

and. though they proceeded far into what was officially enemy-held territory all

they received were cheers and bouquets from the Italians and a welcome for the

captain such as could only be expected by Royalty, "They greeted me" he said.

"with embraces, flowers and wine when we reached the home of the Italians,

Then -I left them I drove back with the same absence of any trouble,"

Near Salerno yesterday there was an encounter around an Italian civilian

hospital. The Germans, with complete disregard for the patients or nurses

entered, the hospital and. sot up a machine-gun post there. As British troops

approached they abandoned the hospital but used, the cover it afforded to lob

mortar shells on to the British positions. Inter still, however, apparently
under the impression that the British were in the hospital, they directed, their

fire cn to the buildinp. Then the battle moved, away and. the hospital workers

swept up the broken bass and splinters and went on with their normal job.

Broadly speaking theft* is little change in the pencraft picture of events

today from that of yesterday, yet the battle can never be said, to be static

for the forces n both sides are constantly active groping for the weak spots

and struggling for the heights, For the hills from the coast rise in ever

increasing heihts from a thousand feet about a mile inshore to peaks of 3,000

feet’in places after four or five miles, so that when forces, struggling with,

equipment and. havinp only the aid ol pack mules, reach the first summits they

find, they still haivc to take the higher peaks beyond..

The Italians everywhere along the roads are only too anxious to show you

•where the Germans one, and. so volubly explain their desire to do so that it

becomes an embarrassment constantly to turn down these well-intentioned offers.

There has been a noticeable lack of daylight activity by the Luftwaffe, but last

night/small force of raiders dropped bombs over their .sea front area.
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